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rights talk, water and climate 

       

  

• context: ‘sustainable development’ to ‘Green Economy’ 

• how appropriate is it to emphasize ‘rights talk’ as a means 
of countering corporate-neoliberal pressure? 

• by invoking the right to water and attempting to define it 
in the context of neoliberal municipal management, does a 
generic commitment to rights trump the market?  

• or instead, work within the market in a manner consistent 
with Payment for Ecosystem Services principles? 

• if there is a deep problem with rights talk, is ‘commoning’-
talk potentially a substitute for the purpose of framing? 

• Payment for Ecosystems Services as neoliberal distraction 

• but ecological debt is the next terrain of struggle  



Major sites for neoliberal plus 
sustainable dev. discourses  

Type 2 Partnerships, water privatisation, carbon trading 

Rio+10 



 
 
 
 
 
 

contains within it two key concepts:  
 

1) the concept of 'needs', in particular the essential needs of the 
world's poor, to which overriding priority should be given; and 

 
 

Sustainable development is development that 

meets the needs of the present without compromising 
the ability of future generations to meet their own needs.  

Brundtland Commission (1987):  

 
 
 
 
 

2) the idea of limitations imposed by the state of technology 
and social organization on the environment's ability to meet 

present and future needs. 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

John Drexhage and Deborah Murphy,  
International Institute for Sustainable Development (IISD) 

 

over the past 20 years [sustainable development] has often 
been compartmentalized as an environmental issue. Added 

to this, and potentially more limiting for the sustainable 
development agenda, is the reigning orientation of 

development as purely economic growth… The problem with 
such an approach is that natural resources are in imminent 
peril of being exhausted or their quality being compromised 
to an extent that threatens current biodiversity and natural 

environments… Sustainable development has found a de 
facto ‘home’ in climate change. 

 



World Bank’s 
‘impeccable’ logic of 

green capitalist 
pollution trade 

      

     

 

DATE: December 12, 1991 
TO: Distribution 
FR: Lawrence H. Summers 

‘I think the economic logic behind dumping 
a load of toxic waste in the lowest wage 
country is impeccable and we should face 
up to that… Africa is vastly underpolluted’ 
(preparing for original Rio Earth Summit, secret memo of Bank chief 
economist Larry Summers, later US Treasury Secretary and Obama’s 
economic manager – full memo: www.whirledbank.org)  

 



José Lutzenberger: "Your reasoning is perfectly logical but 
totally insane." 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Collor fired Lutzenberger; Summers became US Treasury 
Secretary, President of Harvard and Obama’s economic czar 



‘Care must be taken to ensure 
that cities and roads, factories 
and farms are designed, 
managed, and regulated as 
efficiently as possible to wisely 
use natural resources while 
supporting the robust growth 
developing countries still need… 
[to move the economy] away 
from suboptimalities and 
increase efficiency – and hence 
contribute to short-term growth 
– while protecting the 
environment.’  
 

 
 
May 2012 

not mentioned by World Bank: 
* financial speculation in 
commodities and nature,  

* export-led growth, or  
* irrationality of so much 

international trade, including 
wasted bunker fuel for shipping 



why are banks 
so desperate? 

UK Climate Change Minister 

Greg Barker, 2010: 
"We want the City of 
London, with its unique 
expertise in innovative 
financial products, to 
lead the world and 
become the global hub 
for green growth finance. 
We need to put the sub-
prime disaster behind us" 







‘Green Economy’ false solutions: technology 

• dirty ‘clean energy’: nuclear, ‘clean coal’, 
fracking shale gas, hydropower, hydrogen; 
• biofuels, biomass, biochar; 
• Carbon Capture and Storage; and  
• other whacky geoengineering gimmicks  
(Genetically Modified trees; sulfates in the air to 
shut out the sun; iron filings in the sea to create 
algae blooms; artificial microbes to convert plant 
biomass into fuels, chemicals and products; large-
scale solar reflection e.g. desert plastic-wrap) 
 



Payment for Ecosystem Services 
Compensating the poor and other land users 
for practices that maintain healthy, ‘service-
producing’ ecosystems may be an important 
part of strategies for sustainable and 
equitable development. Serious problems 
arise, however, when such compensation 
schemes are framed as markets. 
-Kathy McAfee, SF State University 

main False Solution: global carbon market 
core to multilateral climate governance 





 
 



David Harvey on the ‘right to the city’ 
 the metropolis is now the point of massive collision—dare we 

call it class struggle?—over the accumulation by dispossession 

visited upon the least well-off and the developmental drive 

that seeks to colonize space for the affluent. One step towards 

unifying these struggles is to adopt the right to the city as 

both working slogan and political ideal, precisely because it 

focuses on the question of who commands the necessary 

connection between urbanization and surplus production and 

use. The democratization of that right, and the construction of 

a broad social movement to enforce its will is imperative if the 

dispossessed are to take back the control which they have for 

so long been denied, and if they are to institute new modes of 

urbanization.  (New Left Review, 2008) 



rights talk at Rio 

       

  

• Rio+20 ‘Zero Draft’ initially had a strong statement consistent 
with standard second-generation rights constitutional language: 

 

67. We underline the importance of the right to safe 
and clean drinking water and sanitation as a human 
right that is essential for the full enjoyment of life 
and all human rights. Furthermore, we highlight the 
critical importance of water resources for 
sustainable development, including poverty and 
hunger eradication, public health, food security, 
hydropower, agriculture and rural development. 

 



rights talk at Rio 

       

  

• Manila-based IBON International, Paul Quintos (2012) warned, 

We have been witnessing a systematic attempt by some powerful 
states to weaken, or ‘bracket’ or outright eliminate nearly all 
references to human rights obligations and equity principles in the text 
for the outcome of Rio+20… ‘Right to safe and clean drinking water 
and sanitation’ – delete! But they agree to ‘efforts to improve access’ 
because they can always say that they are privatizing water utilities in 
order to encourage private investments and therefore improve access. 
Whereas rights assigns the duty to the state.  
 

• after lobbying, rhetorical  win in final Rio doc: The Future We Want: 

121. We reaffirm our commitments regarding the human right to safe 
drinking water and sanitation, to be progressively realized for our 
populations with full respect for national sovereignty… 



how do these narratives play out in South Africa? 

context: many struggles for decommodification 

       

  

• SA activists are at cutting edge of several ongoing campaigns to turn 
basic needs into human rights: 

– access to information 

– free antiretroviral medicines to fight AIDS; 

– free water (at least 50 liters/person/day); 

– free electricity (at least 1 kiloWatt hour/person/day); 

– free basic education; 

– thorough-going land reform and decent housing; 

– the right to work; 

– prohibition on services disconnections and evictions; and  

– a ’Basic Income Grant' . 

• All such services should be universal (not means-tested), and financed 
in part through cross-subsidies by penalizing luxury consumption. 
 





 South Africa’s  

‘service  
delivery  
protests’ 

  







case study of service 
delivery protest: 
decommodifying 

water in South  
African townships 

 



South Africa’s right to water? 
• ‘everyone has the right to an 

environment that is not harmful to 
their health or well-being... 
everyone has the right to have 
access to... sufficient water’ 
– Bill of Rights, Constitution of the Republic of SA, 1996 – subject to 

‘progressive realisation of rights’ and budget constraints clauses 

can this right be made justiciable? 
• 2003-09 lawsuit by Soweto activists and Coalition Against 
Water Privatisation (CAWP) against Johannesburg 
government (and Paris-based Suez): http://www.law.wits.ac.za/cals 



two core aspects of  
Mazibuko v Johannesburg case 

• How much water? 

– City of Joburg and Suez (2001): 25 litres/capita/day 

– Phiri activists, CAWP, CALS (2003): 50 lcd 

–High Court (Tsoka in April 2008): 50 lcd 

– Constitutional Court (Oct 2009): ‘we don’t DO policy’  

• What delivery mechanism? 

– Joburg, Suez: pre-payment meters 

– Phiri et al: credit meters (as in white areas) 

–High Court: pre-payment meters are discriminatory 

– ConCourt: no problem with pre-payment meters 



lessons from Mazibuko  
for activists, intellectuals, lawyers 

• broader commons framing, including Rights of Nature 
• use human rights narrative purely for defensive 

purposes (injunctions against disconnections), not to 
change policy (confirming Critical Legal Studies’ 
‘contingency’ theory) 

• use rights narrative for social education and 
mobilisation (Treatment Action Campaign) but beware 
demobilisation potential 

• for real relief: reconnection,  
 turning meters into ‘statues’,  
 ‘commoning’ and mutual aid,  
 social mobilization and protest 



routes for Mazibuko and fellow activists:  
in or out of liberal-democratic-capitalist box 

• Into the courts deploying Constitutional rights 

narrative 

• Into the streets using pipe spanner 

  What does the ‘box’ suggest? 

 - liberal-capitalist context, World Bank, Suez 

 - Constitutional language, ANC reforms 

 - economic theory of pricing nature 

 



critiques of socio-economic ‘rights talk’ 
(mostly from Critical Legal Scholars e.g. Roithmayr, Madlingozi, Pieterse, Brandt) 

• individualist: private/familial instead of public/political  

• consumption-oriented, without linkages to production, ecology 

• ‘framed not to resist but to legitimise neoliberalism’ (Daria Roithmayr) 

• leaves in place society’s class structure, ‘bleeds off any real move to 

dismantle these processes through redistribution and reparations’ (DR) 

• technicist discourse: alienates mass base and society in general 

• mass-based organisations become the ‘client’, are ‘domesticated’ 

(Tshepo Madlingozi), are told to halt protests during litigation 

• rights are ‘watered down’ with Constitutional clauses of ‘progressive 

realisation’, ‘reasonable’ measures and ‘within available resources’ 

• legal alleyways distract from a more transformative route to politics 

• for class reasons, judges are amongst society’s most conservative elites  

• capitalism won’t deliver these goods!   



is there an alternative narrative? 
‘commoning’ http://onthecommons.org/content.php?id=1467 

  

Commons movement: A growing social and political movement that 
believes the commons is a crucial sector of the economy and society 
and useful prism for talking about resources that should be shared…  

 
 

A wider appreciation for the enduring importance of the commons 
has developed over the last eight years, especially among people 

deeply involved in the politics of water issues, the internet, the over 
commercialization of culture and public spaces.  

 

This world view is now reaching into many other arenas, including 
economics, the environment, social justice and numerous citizens 

movements around the world. 
.  
  
 



is ‘commoning’ an alternative? 
 

http://onthecommons.org/content.php?id=1467 
  

The commons is a new way to express a very old idea-
that some forms of wealth belong to all of us, and that 
these community resources must be actively protected 

and managed for the good and all. The commons are the 
things that we inherit and create jointly, and that will 

(hopefully) last for generations to come. The commons 
consists of gifts of nature such as air, oceans and wildlife 
as well as shared social creations such as libraries, public 

spaces, scientific research and creative works. 
  
 



is ‘commoning’ an alternative? 
 

Michael Hardt (coauthor of Commonwealth): 
  

On the one hand, the common refers to the earth 
and all of its ecosystems, including the atmosphere, 
the oceans and rivers, and the forests, as well as all 

the forms of life that interact with them. The 
common, on the other hand, also refers to the 
products of human labor and creativity that we 

share, such as ideas, knowledges, images, codes, 
affects, social relationships, and the like. 

 
  
 



Karen Bakker warning on commoning: 
 
 
 

appeals to the commons run the risk of 
romanticizing community control. Much 
activism in favour of collective, community-
based forms of water supply management 
tends to romanticize communities as 
coherent, relatively equitable social 
structures, despite the fact that inequitable 
power relations and resource allocation exist 
within communities.  



water within larger Joburg eco-social critique 
 
 
 

• activist awareness of ecological aspects of water as a 
commons is growing especially because of climate change, 

• Johannesburg region is crucial because it is most intensive 
site for (non-smelting) electricity usage in South Africa,  

• water tables ruined through Acid Mine Drainage,  
• main resource (gold) is nearly exhausted, and manufacturing 

base is uncompetitive with imports from E.Asia 
• as a financial and services centre Johannesburg has thrived, 

but sustainability of such activity is limited given the 
country’s vast problems with current account balances, 
foreign debt and an unstable currency; 

• Joburg region (along with South Durban and CT) has main 
environmental justice activist cadreship.     



• increasing demands that wealthy industrialized 
countries pay reparations for climate change damage 
under the rubric of ‘climate debt’; 

• numerous forms of ecological debt could be calculated 
(e.g. Texaco’s $8 bn polluter-pays fee in Ecuador) and 
paid for by overconsumers in Global North; 

• Ecuador’s Yasuni Park (Amazon) - ‘leave oil in the soil’ - 
request to former Norwegian development minister 
Eric Solheim revealing: climate debt? carbon markets?; 

• avoid subjecting climate justice politics to ‘Greenhouse 
Development Rights’ which individualize the climate 
crisis and which potentially commodify the air 

right to compensation, for ‘ecological debt’? 
 



difference in the two discourses (rights & commons) 

 
 
 

• water is demanded as an individualized consumption norm 
in one (rights) and is ‘shared’ in the other (commons); 

• Bakker: rights advocates’ ‘widespread failure to adequately 
distinguish between different elements of neoliberal reform 
processes, an analytical sloppiness that diminishes our 
ability to correctly characterize the aims and trajectories of 
neoliberal projects of resource management reform’;  

• rebuttal from Johannesburg activists is that rights discourses 
– even as purely rhetorical demands for a constitutional 
entitlement, used to empower ordinary people – can serve 
as a step: through rights to the commons; 

• world‘s only hope is global-scale environmental planning 
(sometimes termed eco-socialism): through commons 



NEEDED: new ideas and strategies that can 

transcend consumption-based rights demands, along 
with coherent critiques of the full range of practices that 
undermine our ability to perceive and respect water and 

other aspects of nature as a commons.  
 

These strategies may emerge through fusions of 
community, environmental and labour in the alliance-

formation that necessarily occurs during eco-social justice 
struggles, as rights-talk meets its limits, and as the 

commons appears as a new frontier. 
  

in sum… 


